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BACKGROUND
On March 27, 2014, Benjamin Lawsky, Superintendent of the New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS),
sent a letter to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) stating that the NYDFS has been “working to
update and rationalize [their] regulations and practices.” The NYDFS “have determined that [their] term life formula results
in reserves that are high relative to actuarial experience and should be modernized.” The letter goes on to say that NYDFS
would be issuing regulatory updates containing changes to the reserve methodology that would apply to new business
written beginning January 1, 2015. According to the letter, these changes are expected to prospectively reduce term
insurance reserves by 30% to 35%. The department proposed to accomplish this by applying prospective mortality
improvement factors and implementing a two-year full preliminary term period. What this letter did not say, but which has
been communicated through other means, is that NYDFS is opposed to principle-based reserves (PBR) and does not
intend to adopt VM-20 (the life insurance regulation for PBR). Instead it developed this alternative approach.
The NYDFS exposed preliminary versions of the Fifth Amendment to New York Regulation 147 (Valuation of Life
Insurance Reserves) and the Third Amendment to New York Regulation 179 (Recognition of the 2001 CSO Mortality
Table for Use in Determining Minimum Reserve Liabilities and Non-forfeiture Benefits and Recognition and Application of
Preferred Mortality Tables for Use in Determining Minimum Reserve Liabilities) for two comment periods. The final
amendments to the regulation are effective and apply to business issued January 1, 2015 and later. NYDFS recently
proposed a similar amendment to the regulation for universal life policies with secondary guarantees, but the impact of
that proposal is beyond the scope of this paper.
In light of these developments, we undertook a research study to accomplish several aims:
§
§

§
§

Determine whether the new methodology results in the 30% to 35% reduction in reserves cited by the NYDFS
Compare the proposed NYDFS term reserves to other reserving regimes:
- XXX reserves, with and without reserve financing
- VM-20 reserves
Measure the impact of both the NYDFS proposal and VM-20 on profitability (defined either as statutory internal rate of
return [statutory IRR] or profit margin as a percentage of premium)
Calculate how much premiums would need to change from today’s levels in order to achieve the same statutory IRR
under the new reserve regimes as is achieved today when reserves are supported by less expensive sources of
capital (“financed”)

We conducted this research using a model office for an illustrative term portfolio intended to be reasonably representative
of products offered in the market today. Actual results will vary with specific product features, economic environment, and
state premium tax, as well as emerging experience.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The reduction in reserves cited by NYDFS does appear to be a reasonable estimate of actual reserve reduction. On the
10-year product, the NYDFS reserve for our model office is 63% of the XXX reserve at peak reserve levels. On the 20year product, it is 68% of the XXX reserve.
Below are charts that compare the reserve patterns under the different regimes.

The tables below illustrate the statutory IRR and profit margin impacts for each reserve regime. The relative relationships
were generally what we expected and are plausibly related to the relative reserve levels. Note that in all cases we kept
target surplus and tax reserve levels the same, except for the impact of different statutory reserve ceilings.
10-Year Term
Profitability by Reserve Regime
Reserve Regime
XXX
XXX w/Financing
NYDFS
VM-20

Statutory IRR
Pre-Tax Adj After-Tax
22.8%
8.1%
60.9%
10.2%
45.9%
8.6%
58.0%
8.8%

Profit Margin*
Pre-Tax
Adj After-Tax
11.7%
5.0%
10.7%
5.5%
11.7%
5.0%
11.7%
5.0%

* Profit margin
components
are discounted
at a net investment
earnings rate
(NIER)rate
of 5%
bondof
equivalent
*Profit
margin components
are discounted
at a net investment
earnings
(NIER)
5% bondyield
equivalent yield

20-Year Term
Profitability by Reserve Regime
Reserve Regime
XXX
XXX w/Financing
NYDFS
VM-20

Statutory IRR
Pre-Tax Adj After-Tax
6.7%
5.3%
7.1%
10.1%
9.9%
5.4%
8.4%
5.4%

Profit Margin*
Pre-Tax
Adj After-Tax
4.2%
0.6%
0.5%
2.2%
4.2%
0.6%
4.2%
0.6%

* Profit margin
are discounted
at a net at
investment
earningsearnings
rate (NIER)
5% bond
yield yield
*Profitcomponents
margin components
are discounted
a net investment
rate of
(NIER)
of 5%equivalent
bond equivalent
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The table below shows the percentage change in level term premium required to maintain an adjusted (that is, after
recognizing required capital) after-tax statutory IRR consistent with that of the base case, which is XXX with financing based
on a gross premium valuation. As expected, the premium increase required for NYDFS is material, but less than that
required for XXX without financing, and slightly more than that required for VM-20. Even though the adjusted after-tax
statutory IRRs are close between the three reserve regimes other than the gross premium valuation, they have different
patterns of profits due to different reserve streams, and so the premium increases required can vary significantly. Under
both NYDFS and VM-20, 20-year term premiums are expected to be roughly 15% higher than under XXX with financing in
order to maintain the same profitability. This is certainly a big change for the term market.

Reserve Regime
XXX
XXX w/Financing
NYDFS
VM-20

% Change in
Premium
10-Year
20-Year
8.6%
29.4%
0.0%
0.0.%
4.7%
16.4%
3.1%
14.4%
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OVERVIEW OF RESERVING REGIMES
The XXX reserving methodology came into effect when the revised Valuation of Life Insurance Policies Model Regulation
(XXX) was adopted by the NAIC in March 1999. Regulation XXX was adopted in order to eliminate perceived loopholes
under the Standard Valuation Law, under which companies designed products that had extremely high late-duration
guaranteed premiums, partly in an attempt to drive down reserves. Regulation XXX requires reserves to be calculated
separately for each level-premium segment.
An outcome of this regulatory change is that many felt that XXX reserves were excessively conservative when compared
to economic reserves. Carriers sought out solutions to finance their “redundant” reserves. Initially this took the form of
heavy use of coinsurance, and then ultimately third-party, market-based financing solutions facilitated by the use of
captive insurers.
It is important to note that most or all competitive carriers in the term insurance market are pricing assuming some kind of
reserve relief, be it coinsurance or use of a captive with financing. We decided to show typical profitability both with and
without a financing solution (in this case, a letter of credit) in order to show just how sensitive profitability is to the level of
reserves.
Many regulators have also come to acknowledge that XXX reserves are unduly conservative and have explored various
solutions to this issue. The prevalent approach has been to move toward a principle-based approach to calculate
reserves. The belief has been that by using more realistic assumptions in reserve calculations, there would no longer be
redundant reserves and, therefore, no need for financing. The outcome of these conversations has been VM-20, which
describes how principle-based reserves are to be calculated. As of this writing, general sentiment is that VM-20 will not
take effect until at least 2017.
NYDFS would prefer that reserve calculations remain formula-based, in the manner of XXX. It does concede that reserves
are “high relative to actuarial experience” and so has adopted the following changes for business written beginning
January 1, 2015:
§

§

Prospective mortality improvement factors are to be applied to 2001 CSO during the level premium period.
- 1% per year from 2008-2047.
- 0.5% per year thereafter.
A two-year full preliminary term method will be implemented. This means that reserves are zero through the end of
year two.

MODELING OVERVIEW
MODEL OFFICE AND PREMIUMS
For purposes of this analysis, we modeled a generic middle-of-the-pack term product suite: 10-year and 20-year term
plans with level premiums for the length of the term followed by annually increasing premiums to attained age 95. We built
a model office that included quinquennial issue ages 25 through 65, males and females, four nonsmoker classes and one
smoker class. For simplicity, we modeled the single face amount of $100,000 with no premium banding.
The base case level term premiums used were chosen so that they would achieve approximately a 10% adjusted after-tax
statutory IRR under the XXX with reserve financing regime. Post level term, the premiums immediately jump to the
maximum guaranteed rates, with shock lapses and mortality anti-selection set accordingly. Post-level-term profitability was
included in the IRR calculation.

PRICING ASSUMPTIONS
We used reasonably representative term insurance assumptions in the cash-flow projections. These assumptions are
quite general, but were deemed suitable for the purpose of measuring the impact of reserving changes.

Expenses
§
§
§
§
§

§

Acquisition expense per-policy: $100
Maintenance expense per policy: $35
Percentage of premium expense: 2.50%
Inflation: 2.50%
First-year commissions
- 10-year term: 110%
- 20-year term: 130%
- 100% chargeback during the first year for lapses
No renewal commissions
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Mortality
Based on the 2001 VBT Sex and Smoker Distinct Select & Ultimate Age Last Birthday.
§

§

§

Scalars
- Super-preferred: 40%
- Preferred: 65%
- Standard plus: 85%
- Standard nonsmoker: 100%
- Standard smoker: 100%
Mortality improvement
- Historical
•
Males: 1% a year for 13 years (2001 to 2014)
•
Females: 0.5% a year for 13 years
- Projected
•
10-year term
o Males: 1% a year for 10 years
o Females: 0.5% a year for 10 years
•
20-year term
o Males: 1% a year for 15 years
o Females: 0.5% a year for 15 years
Post-level term mortality
1
- 365% additional scalar applied in all post-level years for both males and females to reflect anti-selection

Lapses
§
§

5% in all years during the level period
Shock lapse at the end of the policy year
- 10-year term
•
90% year 10
•
75% year 11
•
45% year 12
•
10% annually thereafter
- 20-year term
•
75% year 20
•
55% year 21
•
25% year 22
•
10% annually thereafter

Other
§

RBC factors at 250% company action level with no covariance. Required capital was calculated using full XXX
reserves. This amount was used for all reserve regimes in order to remove the noise caused by different levels of
required capital.

§

7.7% proxy DAC tax amortized over 10 years.

§

Tax reserves were calculated using XXX reserve methodology for all reserve regimes, but were capped at the
relevant statutory reserve for each regime.

§

No reinsurance. In the XXX with reserve financing scenario, statutory reserves in excess of the gross premium
reserve (if positive) are assumed to be financed using a letter of credit during the level term period, with an illustrative
financing cost of 1.50%.

1

More typically, the mortality anti-selection assumption would be set using a more sophisticated, e.g., Dukes-McDonald, model. Since the focus of this study
was on the marginal impact of reserve method changes, this assumption was deemed not worthy of refinement.
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RESERVING ASSUMPTIONS
XXX
Mortality
§

2001 CSO Ultimate Age Last Birthday.

§

X-factors are applied in the calculation of deficiency reserves. The x-factors used are comparable to those in a typical
term pricing model.

Lapses
None

Valuation interest rate
3.5% (prescribed)

GROSS PREMIUM VALUATION (USED IN RESERVE FINANCING CALCULATION)
Mortality
Same as pricing

Lapses
Same as pricing

Discount rate
5%

NYDFS PROPOSAL
Mortality
§
§

§

2001 CSO Ultimate Age Last Birthday.
X-factors are applied in the calculation of deficiency reserves. The x-factors used are comparable to those in a typical
term pricing model. NYDFS clarified that mortality improvement can be used in the calculation of deficiency reserves
as well.
Mortality improvement factors, applied during the level term period only:
- 1% per year for 2008-2047.
- 0.5% thereafter.

Lapses
None

Valuation interest rate
3.5% (prescribed)
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VM-20
Net premium reserve (NPR)
Mortality
2001 CSO Ultimate Age Last Birthday

Lapses
§
§

6% during the level term period
Shock lapse:
- 80% at end of the level period
- 10% at the end of each year thereafter

Valuation interest rate
4.5% (formula to derive this is prescribed in VM-20)

Expense allowance
$2.5 per $1,000 of insurance, for the first policy year only

Deterministic reserve (DR)
Mortality
Same as pricing, only with no projected mortality improvement. Historical mortality improvement is included. This assumes
100% credibility for the pricing mortality assumption, for simplicity.

Lapses
Same as pricing

Net investment earned rate
5% bond equivalent yield

Deterministic scenario discount rate

5% bond equivalent yield (same as NIER)
Expenses
From the SOA 2015 Generally Recognized Expense Table (GRET) Analysis:
§

Acquisition expense per-policy: $200

§

Acquisition expense as a percentage of premium: 50%

§

Acquisition expense per unit: $1.10

§

Maintenance expense per policy: $60

§

Inflation: 2.50%

PADs
§

Mortality: 5%

§

Lapse: 5%

§

Acquisition expense: 5%

§

Maintenance expense: 5%
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IMPACT OF CHANGES
RESERVE LEVELS
The following chart is a comparison of the terminal reserve patterns under the different reserving regimes during the 10year level period for the 10-year plan. Some interesting observations can be made from this chart:
§

At peak reserve levels, the NYDFS reserve is 63% of the XXX reserve, but 126% of
VM-20.

§

The NYDFS reserve is zero until year 2 due to the two-year full preliminary term approach.

§

The gross premium reserve remains materially below all the other regimes.

Below is the same chart for the 20-year level period for the 20-year plan.
§

In this case, the NYDFS reserve tracks closely with VM-20, and is in fact lower at the beginning and end of the period.

§

At peak reserve levels, the NYDFS reserve is 68% of the XXX reserve.
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PROFITABILITY
2

We looked at profitability under pre-tax and adjusted after-tax bases. There is a much bigger difference between the pretax and adjusted after-tax statutory IRRs on the 10-year product than on the 20-year product because initial required
capital is a much larger percentage of first-year premium (129% on the 10-year vs. 94% on the 20-year).
To isolate the impact of the different statutory reserve methodologies, we set tax reserves for all regimes equal to XXX tax
reserves, but still capped at statutory reserves. Effectively, this means that in most cases, tax reserves equal statutory
reserves. We also set required capital equal to XXX levels for all regimes. One can argue that even though the current
RBC formula calculates RBC by applying factors to the level of statutory reserves, the risk associated with the product has
not changed even though the statutory reserves are now lower. It is unclear at this point where the regulations will land
with respect to these issues.
On both products, the statutory IRRs align with the magnitude of reserves on both pre-tax and adjusted after-tax bases.
XXX with financing has a lower pre-tax profit margin due to the impact of financing charges, but that reverses itself on an
adjusted after-tax basis.
10-Year Term
Profitability by Reserve Regime
Reserve Regime
XXX
XXX w/Financing
NYDFS
VM-20

Statutory IRR
Pre-Tax Adj After-Tax
22.8%
8.1%
60.9%
10.2%
45.9%
8.6%
58.0%
8.8%

Profit Margin*
Pre-Tax
Adj After-Tax
11.7%
5.0%
10.7%
5.5%
11.7%
5.0%
11.7%
5.0%

* Profit margin components are discounted at a net investment earnings rate (NIER) of 5% bond equivalent yield
*Profit margin components are discounted at a net investment earning rate (NIER) of 5% bond equivalent yield

20-Year Term
Profitability by Reserve Regime
Reserve Regime
XXX
XXX w/Financing
NYDFS
VM-20

Statutory IRR
Pre-Tax Adj After-Tax
6.7%
5.3%
7.1%
10.1%
9.9%
5.4%
8.4%
5.4%

Profit Margin*
Pre-Tax
Adj After-Tax
4.2%
0.6%
0.5%
2.2%
4.2%
0.6%
4.2%
0.6%

* Profit margin
are discounted
at a net at
investment
earnings
rate (NIER)
of 5% bond
yield yield
*Profitcomponents
margin components
are discounted
a net investment
earnings
rate (NIER)
of 5%equivalent
bond equivalent

PREMIUMS
We assumed that the current gross premiums in this product were priced to achieve approximately a 10% adjusted aftertax statutory IRR using XXX reserves supported by less expensive sources of capital (“financed”). The premium changes
below are the percentage change required in the level term gross premium in order to achieve the same statutory IRR
under the different reserve regimes.
The premium changes required are correlated with the adjusted after-tax statutory IRRs in the previous section. Even
though the adjusted after-tax statutory IRRs are close between the three reserve regimes other than the gross premium
valuation, they have different patterns of profits due to different reserve streams, and so the premium increases required
can vary significantly. Unsurprisingly, the largest premium increase would be needed if XXX reserve financing were no
longer available. For both products, NYDFS would require a marginally higher increase than VM-20. The expected
increase under NYDFS and VM-20 is 3% to 5% on 10-year term and 14% to 16% on 20-year term.

Reserve Regime
XXX
XXX w/Financing
NYDFS
VM-20

% Change in
Premium
10-Year
20-Year
8.6%
29.4%
0.0%
0.0.%
4.7%
16.4%
3.1%
14.4%

2

The adjusted after-tax results are calculated by applying a 35% tax rate as well as a 7.7% DAC tax to the pre-tax results, and then reflecting the impact of
required capital.
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